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21.2 CONSIDERAZIONI STATISTICHE
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a) Illustrare dettagliatamente il tipo di disegno 
sperimentale adottato e le tecniche statistiche 
che si vogliono utilizzare per l’analisi dei dati, in 
relazione al tipo di variabili considerate.

b) Numerosità del campione (Descrivere come è 
stato determinato il numero di animali necessari per lo 
studio, distinti in gruppi se richiesti dal disegno). 



Importance of Importance of 
Sample Size CalculationSample Size Calculation

•• Scientific reasonsScientific reasons
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•• Scientific reasonsScientific reasons

•• Ethical reasonsEthical reasons

•• Economic reasonsEconomic reasons



Scientific ReasonsScientific Reasons

•• In a trial with In a trial with negativenegative results and a results and a 
sufficient sample sizesufficient sample size, the result is concrete, the result is concrete
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sufficient sample sizesufficient sample size, the result is concrete, the result is concrete

•• In a trial with In a trial with negativenegative results and results and 
insufficient power (insufficient sample size)insufficient power (insufficient sample size), , 
may mistakenly conclude  that the treatment may mistakenly conclude  that the treatment 
under study made no differenceunder study made no difference



Ethical ReasonsEthical Reasons

•• An An undersized undersized study can expose subjects to study can expose subjects to 
potentially harmful treatments without the potentially harmful treatments without the 
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potentially harmful treatments without the potentially harmful treatments without the 
capability to advance knowledgecapability to advance knowledge

•• An An oversizedoversized study has the potential to study has the potential to 
expose an unnecessarily large number of expose an unnecessarily large number of 
subjects to potentially harmful treatmentssubjects to potentially harmful treatments



Economic ReasonsEconomic Reasons

•• Undersized study Undersized study is a waste of resources is a waste of resources 
due to its inability to yield useful resultsdue to its inability to yield useful results
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due to its inability to yield useful resultsdue to its inability to yield useful results

•• Oversized studyOversized study may result in statistically may result in statistically 
significant result with doubtful clinical significant result with doubtful clinical 
importance leading to waste of resources importance leading to waste of resources 
(Cardiac Studies)(Cardiac Studies)



Freiman JA, Freiman JA, NEJM, NEJM, 1978; 299:6901978; 299:690--44
–– Reviewed the Reviewed the powerpower of 71 published RCTs of 71 published RCTs 

which had failed to detect a differencewhich had failed to detect a difference
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–– Found that 67 could have missed a 25% Found that 67 could have missed a 25% 
therapeutic improvementtherapeutic improvement

–– 50 could have missed a 50% improvement50 could have missed a 50% improvement



Power and sample size calculations

“Investigators often ask statisticians how many 

observations they should make (fortunately, usually 

before the study begins). To be answerable, this 

question needs fuller formulation. There is resemblance  
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question needs fuller formulation. There is resemblance  

to the question, How much money should I take when I 

go on vacation? Fuller information is needed there too. 

How long a vacation? Where? With whom?”

Moses (NEJM,1985)



Statistical IssuesStatistical Issues

•• Standard errorStandard error: precision of an estimate (sample mean).: precision of an estimate (sample mean).
•• pp--valuevalue: probability of obtaining an effect as extreme or : probability of obtaining an effect as extreme or 

more extreme than what is observed by chance.more extreme than what is observed by chance.
•• Significance level of a testSignificance level of a test: cut: cut--off point for the off point for the pp--valuevalue
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•• Significance level of a testSignificance level of a test: cut: cut--off point for the off point for the pp--valuevalue
(conventionally it is 5%).(conventionally it is 5%).

•• Power of a testPower of a test: correctly reject the null hypothesis when : correctly reject the null hypothesis when 
there is indeed a real difference or association (typically set there is indeed a real difference or association (typically set 
at least 80%).at least 80%).

•• Effect size Effect size of clinical importance.of clinical importance.



Vediamo qualcosa 
“in pratica” usando
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“in pratica” usando



σ
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n



Truth table

Truth

There is a 
difference

There is no 
difference
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Null 
Hypothesis

Rejected
i.e. a 

difference 
was found

☺☺☺☺
����

Type I error

Accepted
i.e. no 

difference 
was found

����

Type II error ☺☺☺☺



Potenza

La probabilità con cui un test, con livello di 
significatività fissato α, rifiuterà H0 quando è vero 
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significatività fissato α, rifiuterà H0 quando è vero 
un particolare valore del parametro contenuto 
nell’ipotesi alternativa, viene detta potenza del test 
rispetto allo specifico valore dell’ipotesi alternativa.



Come si calcola la potenza di un test z

• È una procedura costituita da due passi.

• Primo passo: va individuata la regione di rifiuto sotto

l’ipotesi nulla. Nel nostro esempio:

100: =µH 05.0=α 25=σ 160=n
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100:0 =µH 05.0=α 25=σ 160=n









≈
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,100    

2
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0
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H

( )9.103;1.96
160

25
96.1100 =×±

• Quindi la regione di rifiuto è costituita dai valori medi
(cioè i risultati dell’esperimento) inferiori a 96.1 oppure
superiori a 103.9.



Come si calcola la potenza di un test z

• Secondo passo: considerando una particolare

ipotesi alternativa (ritenuta dal ricercatore corretta)
va calcolata la probabilità di osservare un risultato
(una media) che cade nella regione di rifiuto prima
individuata; questa è la potenza (1−β) del test.
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individuata; questa è la potenza (1−β) del test.

105:1 =µH 25=σ 160=n
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Come si calcola la potenza di un test z

• Calcoliamo, usando R, la probabilità (sotto l’ipotesi

alternativa) di osservare una media inferiore a 96.1:

> pnorm(96.1,mean=105,sd=25/sqrt(160))
[1] 3.348729e-06 

• Calcoliamo, usando R, la probabilità (sotto l’ipotesi

alternativa) di osservare una media superiore a 103.9:
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alternativa) di osservare una media superiore a 103.9:

> pnorm(103.9,mean=105,sd=25/sqrt(160), 
lower.tail=FALSE)
[1] 0.7110863

• Sommiamo insieme questi due risultati

> 3.348729e-06 + 0.7110863
[1] 0.7110896



Generic sample size equation

( ) 2

121  









∆
+

≈ −− σβα zz
n

• n is the sample size
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• n is the sample size

• α is the significance level (often set at 0.05 so we accept a 5% 
chance of making a type I error)

• 1−β is the power (often set at 0.8 so we accept an 80% chance 
of avoiding a type II error)

•∆ is the effect size

• σ is the standard deviation within the population
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> power.t.test(delta=5, sd=25, 
sig.level=0.05, power=0.8, 
type="one.sample", alternative="two.sided")

One-sample t test power calculation 
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n = 198.1513
delta = 5

sd = 25
sig.level = 0.05

power = 0.8
alternative = two.sided



??? σ
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??? σ



Estimating σ
• How to estimate σ ?

– Use standard deviation from a previous 
studyon the target population.

– Conduct a pilot studyof a few members 
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– Conduct a pilot studyof a few members 
of the target population and calculate σ.

– Estimate the range the value you are 
estimating can take on (minimum and 
maximum value) and divide the range by 
6.
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Estimating σ

– Why divide the range by 6?
• The range covers the entire distribution and 

± 3 (or 6) standard deviations cover 99.7% 
of the area under the normal curve.  Since 
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of the area under the normal curve.  Since 
we are estimating one standard deviation, we 
divide the range by 6.



… oppure …
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… oppure …



1=σ
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1=σ
… ma definendo l’effect size “standardizzato” …



∆
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σ
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> power.t.test(delta=5/25, sd=1, 
sig.level=0.05, power=0.8, 
type="one.sample", alternative="two.sided")

One-sample t test power calculation 
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n = 198.1513
delta = 0.2

sd = 1
sig.level = 0.05

power = 0.8
alternative = two.sided



∆
Cohen’s d
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σ
∆



In Cohen’s (1962) seminal power analysis of the 
journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology he 
concluded that over half of the published 
studies were insufficiently powered to result in 
statistical significance for the main hypothesis.

Cohen, J. 1962 “The statistical power of abnormal-social 
psychological research: A review” Journal of Abnormal 
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Cohen, J. 1962 “The statistical power of abnormal-social 
psychological research: A review” Journal of Abnormal 
and Social Psychology 65 145-153.

Cohen, J., (1977). Statistical power analysis for the
behavioural sciences. San Diego, CA: Academic Press.

Cohen, J., (1992). A Power Primer. Psychological Bulletin
112 155-159.



Cohen's Rules Of Thumb For Effect Size

Effect size
Correlation 
coefficient

Difference 
between means

“Small

effect”
r = 0.1

d = 0.2
standard 
deviations
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deviations

“Medium
effect”

r = 0.3
d = 0.5
standard 
deviations

“Large
effect”

r = 0.5
d = 0.8
standard 
deviations



One other way to think about d

• D =.20, overlap 85%, 15 vs. 16 year old girls 
distribution of heights

• D=.50, overlap 67%, 14 vs. 18 year old girls 
distribution of heights

• D=.80, overlap 53%, 13 vs. 18 years old 
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• D=.80, overlap 53%, 13 vs. 18 years old 
girls distribution of heights



Interpretation of Effect Size

Keep in mind that in terms of values of d, 
an experimental group can rarely exceed a 
control group by more than 3.00 because 
the effective range of standard-deviation 
units is only three on each side of the 
mean.  Thus, for most practical purposes, 
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mean.  Thus, for most practical purposes, 
3.00 or -3.00 is the maximum value of d.

Using the labels in Table 1, the 
value of d of 0.71 would be 
described as being closer to 
“large” than “medium,” while the 
value of 1.25 would be described 
as being between “very large” 
and “extremely large.” 



Reporting Sample Size CalculationsReporting Sample Size Calculations
•• Clear statement of the primary objectiveClear statement of the primary objective

•• The desired level of significanceThe desired level of significance

•• The desired powerThe desired power

•• The statistics that will be used for analysisThe statistics that will be used for analysis
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•• The statistics that will be used for analysisThe statistics that will be used for analysis

•• Whether the test would be one or twoWhether the test would be one or two--tailedtailed

•• The smallest differenceThe smallest difference
–– Smallest clinically important differenceSmallest clinically important difference

–– The difference that investigators think is worth detectingThe difference that investigators think is worth detecting

–– The difference that the investigators think is likely to be The difference that the investigators think is likely to be 
detecteddetected



Reporting Sample Size CalculationsReporting Sample Size Calculations

•• Justification for prior estimates used in calculationsJustification for prior estimates used in calculations

•• Clear statements about the assumptions made about Clear statements about the assumptions made about 
the distribution or variability of the outcomesthe distribution or variability of the outcomes

•• Statement about how the sample size was adjustedStatement about how the sample size was adjusted
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•• Statement about how the sample size was adjustedStatement about how the sample size was adjusted

•• The software or formulae that was usedThe software or formulae that was used



Example: Comparing Two Means Example: Comparing Two Means 

Scenario: A randomized controlled trial has been planned to Scenario: A randomized controlled trial has been planned to 
evaluate a brief psychological intervention in comparison evaluate a brief psychological intervention in comparison 
to usual treatment in the reduction of suicidal ideation to usual treatment in the reduction of suicidal ideation 
amongst patients presenting at hospital with deliberate selfamongst patients presenting at hospital with deliberate self--
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amongst patients presenting at hospital with deliberate selfamongst patients presenting at hospital with deliberate self--
poisoning. Suicidal ideation will be measured on the Beck poisoning. Suicidal ideation will be measured on the Beck 
scale; the standard deviation of this scale in a previous scale; the standard deviation of this scale in a previous 
study was 7.7, and a difference of 5 points is considered to study was 7.7, and a difference of 5 points is considered to 
be of clinical importance. It is anticipated that around one be of clinical importance. It is anticipated that around one 
third of patients may drop out of treatment.third of patients may drop out of treatment.



Example: Comparing Two MeansExample: Comparing Two Means

Required information Required information 

–– Primary outcome variable = The Beck scale for suicidal Primary outcome variable = The Beck scale for suicidal 
ideation. A continuous variable summarized by means. ideation. A continuous variable summarized by means. 

–– Standard deviation = 7.7 points Standard deviation = 7.7 points 
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–– Standard deviation = 7.7 points Standard deviation = 7.7 points 

–– Size of difference of clinical importance = 5 points Size of difference of clinical importance = 5 points 

–– Significance level = 5% Significance level = 5% 

–– Power = 80% Power = 80% 

–– Type of test = twoType of test = two--sidedsided



Example: Comparing Two MeansExample: Comparing Two Means

The formula for the sample size for comparison of 2 The formula for the sample size for comparison of 2 
means (2means (2--sided) is as follows sided) is as follows 

––nn = [= [AA + + BB]]22 x 2 x x 2 x SDSD22 / / DIFFDIFF22
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––nn = [= [AA + + BB]] x 2 x x 2 x SDSD / / DIFFDIFF
–– where where nn = the sample size required = the sample size required in each groupin each group

(double this for total sample). (double this for total sample). 

–– SDSD = standard deviation, of the primary outcome = standard deviation, of the primary outcome 
variable variable -- here 7.7. here 7.7. 

–– DIFFDIFF = size of difference of clinical importance = size of difference of clinical importance -- here here 
5.0.5.0.



Example: Comparing Two MeansExample: Comparing Two Means

•• AA depends on desired significance level (here depends on desired significance level (here 1.961.96). ). 
•• BB depends on desired power (here depends on desired power (here 0.8420.842). ). 
•• Inserting the required information into the formula gives:  Inserting the required information into the formula gives:  
•• nn = [1.96 + 0.842]= [1.96 + 0.842]22 x 2 x 7.7x 2 x 7.722 / 5/ 522 = = 3838(per group).(per group).
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•• The total sample size is double this, i.e. The total sample size is double this, i.e. 7676. . 
•• To allow for the predicted dropout rate of around one third, To allow for the predicted dropout rate of around one third, 

the sample size was increased to 60 in each group, a the sample size was increased to 60 in each group, a total total 

sample ofsample of120120. . 



Example: Comparing Two MeansExample: Comparing Two Means

Suggested description of this sample size Suggested description of this sample size 
calculation calculation 

““ A sample size of 38 in each group will be sufficient to A sample size of 38 in each group will be sufficient to 
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““ A sample size of 38 in each group will be sufficient to A sample size of 38 in each group will be sufficient to 
detect a difference of 5 points on the Beck scale of suicidal detect a difference of 5 points on the Beck scale of suicidal 
ideation, assuming a standard deviation of 7.7 points, a ideation, assuming a standard deviation of 7.7 points, a 
power of 80%, and a (twopower of 80%, and a (two--tailed) significance level of 5%. tailed) significance level of 5%. 
This number has been increased to 60 per group (total of This number has been increased to 60 per group (total of 
120), to allow for a predicted drop120), to allow for a predicted drop--out from treatment of out from treatment of 
around one third.around one third.” ” 



> power.t.test(delta=5, sd=7.7, 
sig.level=0.05, power=0.8, 
type="two.sample", alternative="two.sided")

Two-sample t test power calculation 

n = 38.21333
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delta = 5
sd = 7.7

sig.level = 0.05
power = 0.8

alternative = two.sided

NOTE: n is number in *each* group



> power.t.test(delta=5/7.7, sd=1, 
sig.level=0.05, power=0.8, 
type="two.sample", alternative="two.sided")

Two-sample t test power calculation 

n = 38.21333
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delta = 0.6493506
sd = 1

sig.level = 0.05
power = 0.8

alternative = two.sided

NOTE: n is number in *each* group



General Rules of ThumbGeneral Rules of Thumb
•• Non RCTs generally require a much larger sample to allow Non RCTs generally require a much larger sample to allow 

adjustment for confounding factors in the analysisadjustment for confounding factors in the analysis
•• Equivalence studies need a larger sample size than studies Equivalence studies need a larger sample size than studies 

aimed to demonstrate a differenceaimed to demonstrate a difference
•• For moderate to large effect size (0.5<effect size<0.8), 30 For moderate to large effect size (0.5<effect size<0.8), 30 
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•• For moderate to large effect size (0.5<effect size<0.8), 30 For moderate to large effect size (0.5<effect size<0.8), 30 
subjects per groupsubjects per group

•• For comparison between 3 or more groups, to detect a For comparison between 3 or more groups, to detect a 
moderate effect size of 0.5 with 80% power, will require 14 moderate effect size of 0.5 with 80% power, will require 14 
subjects/groupsubjects/group

•• Use Use sensitivity analysis sensitivity analysis to create a sample size table for to create a sample size table for 
different power, significance, or effect size and then sit and different power, significance, or effect size and then sit and 
ponder over it for the optimal sample sizeponder over it for the optimal sample size



TransformationsTransformations
•• Most of the statistical testing is based on a Normal Most of the statistical testing is based on a Normal 

distributiondistribution

•• Quite often the assumed distribution may not fit the Quite often the assumed distribution may not fit the 
datadata
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datadata

•• Changing the scale of the original data (transforming) Changing the scale of the original data (transforming) 
and assuming the distribution for the transformed and assuming the distribution for the transformed 
data may provide a solutiondata may provide a solution

•• LogLog--transformation may normalize the distribution transformation may normalize the distribution 
leading to a logleading to a log--normal distribution to work withnormal distribution to work with



Software for Sample Size Software for Sample Size 
CalculationsCalculations

•• R (package R (package statsstats e e pwrpwr))

•• G*PowerG*Power
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•• G*PowerG*Power

•• UnifyPow (SAS Module)UnifyPow (SAS Module)

•• nQuery Advisor (350 nQuery Advisor (350 €€ per year)per year)

•• Pass 13 (795 $)Pass 13 (795 $)

•• Power and PrecisionPower and Precision



The Quantitative Methods for Psychology  (2007)
Volume 3, no 2: Special issue on statistical power.
http://www.tqmp.org/RegularArticles.html

1. Editor’s note: The uncorrupted statistical power 
2. Statistical power: An historical introduction 
3. Inventer ou estimer la puissance statistique ? Quelques 

considérations utiles pour le chercheur 
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considérations utiles pour le chercheur 
4. Understanding Power and Rules of Thumb for Determining 

Sample Sizes 
5. A short tutorial of GPower
6. Computing the power of a t test 
7. Understanding statistical power using noncentral probability 

distributions: Chi-squared, G-squared, and ANOVA
8. Power Estimation in Multivariate Analysis of Variance 
9. A power primer



… e infine …
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… e infine …
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E = N−B−T
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E = N−B−T

Mead R. 1988. The design of experiments. Cambridge, New York:
Cambridge University Press.



Mead’s Resource Equation
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Valore critico della t di Student
per un livello di significatività del 5%
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Mead’s Resource Equation  
(what n should I choose?)

"The total information in an experiment involving N 
experimental units may be represented by the total 
variation based on (N-1) degrees of freedom (df). ”

In the general experimental situation this total variation is 
divided into three components, each serving a different 
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divided into three components, each serving a different 
function." These three sources of variation consist of:

Treatment
Block
Error

Mead (1988) says experiments should be designed to give a good 
estimate of error, but should not be so big that they waste resources,
i.e. the error degrees of freedom should be somewhere between 10 
and 20. Above this there are diminishing returns



15

10

Critical value of t0.05

Increasing n number is a good approach: Increasing n number is a good approach: 
within limits!within limits!

Optimum size for an experiment*
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DF =N-1. So if there are 20 rats in an experiment the 
total df will be 19. If there are 6 treatments, then the 
treatments df will be 5.

The method is extremely easy to use as it boils down to 
the very simple equation:

Mead’s Resource Equation  
(what n should I choose?)
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the very simple equation:

E=N-B-T, where E is the error df and should be between 
10 and 20, N is the total df, B is the blocks df, and T is 
the treatments df. 
In a non-blocked design the equation reduces to E=N-T
should be 10-20. which is simply:

The total number of animals minus the number of 
treatments should be between ten and twenty.



The total number of animals minus the number of 
treatments should be between ten and twenty.

E=N-B-T

Mead’s Resource Equation  
(what n should I choose?)
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E=N-B-T

Example: suppose an experiment is planned with four 
treatments, with eight animals per group (32 rats total). 
In this case N=31, B=0, T=3, so E=28. 

Conclusion: this experiment is a bit too large, and six 
animals per group might be more appropriate.
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Grazie per l’attenzione


